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Abstract—This manuscript addresses a novel algorithm for the
construction of a matrix, whose positivity is a necessary stability
condition for linear neutral systems with commensurate delays.
The condition exclusively depends on the delay Lyapunov matrix,
which can be obtained by means of the so-called semianalytic
method by computing a matrix exponential. The algorithm detects the repeated values of the argument of a matrix exponential
(needed in the semianalytic method), reducing the computational
effort. In order to show the effectiveness of the algorithm, two
examples are presented.
Index Terms—Linear time-delay systems, delay Lyapunov
matrix, stability conditions, computational effort

I. I NTRODUCTION
The delay Lyapunov matrix has been proved its important
role in linear time-delay systems in the approach of the
Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals, specifically in the case of
those with a prescribed time derivative. The construction of
that matrix is an important issue that has attracted the attention
of the researchers. For instance, in [1], it is presented a
method which establishes a set of delay-free variables, and
by solving a differential equation, the delay Lyapunov matrix
is obtained for systems with commensurate delays. In [2], this
matrix is obtained by a piecewise linear approximation. The
mentioned works, base their algorithms on the three properties
of the delay Lyapunov matrix, which are the equivalent to the
algebraic Lyapunov equation for the case of delay-free linear
equations.
The delay Lyapunov matrix has been successfully applied
for obtaining exponential estimates [1], robust stability analysis [3], Lyapunov redesign [4], optimal control [5], [6], among
others.
An stability criteria based on the delay Lyapunov matrix are
presented in [7], [8] and [9], for systems with multiple pointwise delays, distributed delays, and for neutral type systems,
respectively. These stability conditions are determined by a
block matrix which uniquely depends on the delay Lyapunov
matrix, and are the equivalent of the stability criterion for
delay-free systems depending on the positivity of matrix P,
solution of AT P + PA = −W . An interesting fact is that the
stability criteria for the mentioned delay systems, have the
same structure.
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The contribution of this paper lies in the improvement
of the computational effort in the construction of the block
matrix depending on the delay Lyapunov matrix for testing
the stability of neutral systems with multiple commensurate
delays.
The organization of the paper is described next. In section
II, some basic concepts, the properties of the delay Lyapunov
matrix, stability criteria, and the semianalytic method, are
introduced. In section III, the main result is presented, namely,
an algorithm for the reduction of the computational effort. In
section IV, two illustrative examples and additional observations are presented. The paper ends with some conclusions.
Notation: The acronym PC1 indicates the space of piecewise
continuously differentiable functions. The euclidian norm of a
vector is represented by k·k and kϕkH = supθ ∈[−H,0] kϕ(θ )k .
The expression [Ai, j ]ri, j=1 means a square block matrix with
element Ai, j in the row i and column j, Q > 0 represents a
symmetric matrix Q, which is positive definite.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this work, the next class of neutral delay systems is
considered,
d
dt

m

m

∑ D j x(t − jh) = ∑ A j x(t − jh),

j=0

t ≥ 0,

(1)

j=0

where x ∈ Rn , h > 0 is the basic delay, H = mh is the
greatest delay, D j and A j , j = 0, ..., m, are constant matrices
in Rn×n , with D0 = In×n . The initial condition ϕ belongs to
PC1 ([−H, 0] , Rn ) , and the system state is xt : θ → x(t + θ ),
θ ∈ [−H, 0] .
Definition II.1. [10] System (1) is said to be exponentially
stable if there exist σ > 0 and γ ≥ 1 such that for every
solution x(t, ϕ) the following estimate holds
kx(t, ϕ)k ≤ γe−σt kϕkH ,

t ≥ 0.

A. Delay Lyapunov matrix properties
The delay Lyapunov matrix U(·) (see for example [1], [11])
of system (1), associated with W > 0, satisfies

•

the dynamic property
d
dτ

•

and

m

m

∑ U(τ − jh)D j = ∑ U(τ − jh)A j , τ ≥ 0,

j=0

m

−W

=

the symmetric property

m−1

(3)

+

DTi U((i −

j)h)A j + ATj U T ((i −



j)h)Di .

(4)
Equations (2)-(4) admit a unique solution if the Lyapunov
condition is satisfied, that is, the characteristic equation of the
system does not have any pair of roots whose sum is equal to
zero.
B. Stability conditions
In [9], a set of necessary conditions for the stability of
system (1), is presented. We remind it in the following
theorem.
Theorem II.1. [9] If system (1) is exponentially stable, then
Kr (τ1 , ..., τr ) = [U (−τi + τ j )]ri, j=1 > 0,

(5)

Remark 1. The arguments of the delay Lyapunov matrix can
be chosen such that τk = k−1
r−1 H, k = 1, ..., r, r ≥ 2.
For example, for r = 4, Kr is given by
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X 0 (ξ ) = LX(ξ ),


.


The semianalytic method [1] is applicable when the delaysystem has commensurate delays, which is the case of (1).
For ξ ∈ [0, h], the next set of 2m auxiliary variables is
defined:
j = −m, ..., 0, ...m − 1.

(6)

These matrices satisfy equations (2)-(4). Thus, we have

i=0
m

0
(ξ )
∑ DTi X j+i

i=0

m

∑ X j−i (ξ )Ai ,

j = 0, ..., m − 1,

i=0

m

= − ∑ ATi X j+i (ξ ), j = −m, ..., −1, (7)
i=0

(9)

and
MX(0) + NX(h) = Wv ,
respectively, where X(·) is the extended vector of variables
(6), i.e.
T
X(ξ ) := vec (X−m (ξ ))T . . . vec (Xm−1 (ξ ))T ,
2

2

and L ∈ R2mn ×2mn , M, N and Wv are the result of the
rearrangement of (7) and (8).
The solution of (9) is expressed as
X(ξ ) = eLξ X(0),

ξ ∈ [0, h]

(10)

with initial condition

−1
X(0) = M + NeLh
Wv .

Lemma II.2. Consider the differential equations (7), with
boundary conditions (8). If there exists a unique set of solutions (6), then, there exists a unique delay Lyapunov matrix,
associated with W , defined on [−H, H] by the expressions



C. Semianalytic method

=

ξ ∈ [0, h],

Next, the computation of the delay Lyapunov matrix is
established.

Remark 2. It is important to mention that Theorem II.1
is the starting point of the necessary and sufficient stability
conditions for equations with discrete [7] and distributed
delays [8].

X j (ξ ) := U(ξ + jh),

(8)

One can notice that (7) is a set of differential equations with
boundary conditions (8). After vectorization [12], (7) and (8)
are expressed as

where τk ∈ [0, H] , k = 1, ..., r, τi 6= τ j if i 6= j, and r is a natural
number.

m

T
DTi Xi− j−1 (h)A j + DTj Xi−
j−1 (h)Ai

j=0 i= j+1

i=0 j=0

0
(ξ )Di
∑ X j−i

m

∑ ∑


T
T
+ATj Xi−
j−1 (h)Di + Ai Xi− j−1 (h)D j .

m

−W = ∑ ∑

∑

j=0

the algebraic property
m

j = −m, ..., −1, 0, 1, ..., m − 2,

DTj X0 (0)A j + ATj X0 (0)D j

X j+1 (0) = X j (h),

j=0

U(τ) = [U(−τ)]T , τ ∈ R,
•

(2)

U(ξ + jh) = X j (ξ ),

ξ ∈ [0, h],

j = −m, ..., 0, ...m − 1.

III. M AIN RESULT
After the introduction of basic concepts, here it is presented
the main result of the paper, an algorithm for the reduction of
the computational cost in the construction of matrix Kr .
A. Algorithm
In particular, in [13], [14], the values of τk , k = 1, ..., r, are
taken according to Remark 1. Hence, constructing matrix Kr
requires the delay Lyapunov matrix evaluated at r pointwise
values. For instance, if r = 4, Kr requires the delay Lyapunov
matrix U(τ) evaluated at τ1 = 0, τ2 = H/3, τ3 = 2H/3 and
τ4 = H.
However, notice that some of these values cannot be directly evaluated in equation (10), since the matrix exponential
admits only arguments on the interval [0, h]. Therefore, a valid
argument, ξ , and j, must be calculated in order to obtain U(τ)
from variable X j in (6).

The matrix U(τk ), with τk as in Remark 1, can be computed
through the next algorithm:
• Obtain the variable X j , and the value ξk , based on Lemma
II.2, this is
j = bτk /hc ,
(11)
ξk = τk − jh.

(12)

Evaluate expression (10) with ξk and obtain U(τk ) from
X j (τ).
• For the last value of τk , τr = H, it is necessary to establish
ξr = h, and j = m − 1.
It is worthy of mention that, in this procedure, it is possible
to obtain the same value of ξ , for different values of j,
which implies the computation of the matrix exponential in
(10) repeated times. This, of course, derives in unnecessary
computational effort.
The main result of the work is the improvement, in computational effort terms, of the construction of matrix Kr for systems
of the form (1) by employing the semianalytic method.
First, from (12), notice that



(k − 1)m
(k − 1)m
−
h.
(13)
ξk =
r−1
r−1
•

The first term on the right hand side is rewritten as


(k − 1)m

 mod
(k − 1)m
(k − 1)m
(r − 1)
+
=
.
r−1
(r − 1)
r−1
Substituting this equation into (13) yields to


(k − 1)m
h
ξk = mod
.
r−1
r−1
Based on this equation, it is evident that, in some cases,
repeated values of ξk can be calculated.
The presented algorithm avoids the repeated computation of
these values (if there exist repeated values) in (10), hence, an
improvement in time computation of Kr is expected.
Compute the quantity
p1 = gcd(m, (r − 1)).
The number of different values of ξk , excluding ξr = h, is
given by
p2 =

r−1
.
p1

Actually, each one of these values are repeated p1 times.
These data are important in the presented algorithm in order to
reduce the computational effort. The delay which is the base
of this algorithm is given by
h
.
r−1
The value p1 is important in the calculation of hb and in the
construction of an auxiliary array of ξk .
Since hb is a basic delay, the computation of the matrix expoi
nential in (10) is reduced as eLhb i = eLhb , i = 1, ..., p2 − 1.
hb = p1

Fig. 1. Algorithm flow chart

Hence, the knowledge of hb , added to the computation of
variable X j , reduces the computation of repeated values to just
one.
Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed algorithm.
For example, suppose that m = 9 and r = 13, then p1 = 3,
p2 = 4 and hb = 3h/12. The array of ξk is V1 h/12 with


V1 = 0 9 6 3 0 9 6 3 0 9 6 3 12 .
The last value of this vector is ξ13 = 12, and j = 8. Notice
that ξ1 = 0 in every case.

The algorithm first detects the p1 positions which contain the
values of ξk = 0, and using these positions, calculates the
values of j, with (11), in order to obtain X j (0), which are
introduced appropriately in K13 .
Right away, with the computation of X(hb ) using (10), the
algorithm again detects the p1 positions which contain the
values hb in array of ξk , trough the localization of value p1
in vector V1 .
Next, it is calculated X(2hb ), with e2Lhb = (eLhb )2 , and the
process of localization in vector V1 of values 2p1, is carried
out again. These steps are repeated p2 times.
In order to avoid numerical errors in the computation of eiLhb ,
we have proposed that for every valexp times, the matrix
exponential should be computed again.
B. Additional Observations
The presented algorithm can be used for linear systems with
multiple neutral and distributed delays, where the semianalytic
method can be applied as well. That case is not studied in
this paper due to the auxiliary delay-free variables depend
directly on the form of the kernel of the distributed term,
and many cases can be addressed. The presented algorithm
has more impact on the obtention of stability maps where the
parameters are the delays of the systems, as in the examples
(section IV); but it can be employed in methods where the
delay Lyapunov matrix has to be evaluated in multiple discrete
points. Although the values of r in the examples of the
next section, are relatively large, Theorem II.1 and Remark
1 establish the evaluation of condition (5) for values r ≥ 2,
therefore, these values are justified.

Fig. 2. Region where stability conditions Kr > 0 are satisfied, for r =
100, 200, 300, Example IV.1

Divide each axis in N + 1 points with separation ∆.
Establish a counter for every axis, i.e. hc11 = c1 ∆ and hc22 =
c2 ∆, c1, c2 = 0, ..., N. The basic delay is taken as h =
gcd(c1 , c2 )∆.
Compute the value m = max(c1 , c2 )/ gcd(c1 , c2 ), after
vectorization, the dimension of system (7) is 2mn2 .
Apply Lema II.2, considering that the values of matrices
for delays different to hc11 and hc22 , are equal to zero.

•
•

•
•

In this case, N = 120. The results in the stability map are
the same for every value of r, and depicted in figure 2. The
results are shown in Table I.
TABLE I
C OMPUTATIONAL TIME COMPARISON

IV. I LLUSTRATIVE E XAMPLES
In this section we present two illustrative examples that
show the performance of the developed algorithm. In each
example, 120 × 120 points of the space of parameters are
evaluated, besides valexp = 5. The points in the figures indicate the values of the pairs (h1 , h2 ) where the conditions
j−1
H, j = 1, ..., r, are satisfied. The
Kr (τ1 , ..., τr ) > 0, τ j = r−1
entire procedure was implemented in Matlab 2016, in a
Lenovo Y530, intel core i7. For each example and for every
value of r, the computer was only executing Matlab, looking
for similar operation conditions, such that a fair comparison in
terms of execution time, was done. In the tables, tnormal and
talgorithm mean elapsed time without and with the algorithm
proposed here, respectively.
Example IV.1. We take the example exposed in [15] given
by
1
·
x(t) = −1.3x(t) − x(t − h1 ) − x(t − h2 ),
2
where h1 ≥ 0 and h2 ≥ 0 are the parameters, the objective
is the obtainment of the stability map (h1 , h2 ). In [14], the
condition Kr is applied for r = 8. Here, we take the values
r = 100, 200, 300.
First, we recall the algorithm from [14], [13], which minimizes the dimension of the auxiliary system (6)

r
100
200
300

tnormal (min)
33.52
65.8
96.5

talgorithm (min)
5.93
14.7
19.01

Example IV.2. The second example is the neutral system with
three delays [13] of the form
·

·

·

x(t) + 0.8x(t − h1 ) + 0.15x(t − h2 ) = x(t) − 1.5x(t − h1 )
+2x(t − h2 ) − 5x(t − (h1 + h2 ),
where h1 ≥ 0 and h2 ≥ 0 are the parameters. The matrix U(·)
was computed using the main ideas of the algorithm presented
in the first example. Again, r = 100, 200, 300.
The results for every value of r, are the same (figure 3).
Table IV.2 shows the elapsed time comparison for each case.
TABLE II
C OMPUTATIONAL TIME COMPARISON
r
100
200
300

tnormal (min)
75.4
147.49
227.42

talgorithm (min)
13.1
31.3
42.75

Fig. 3. Region where stability conditions Kr > 0 are satisfied, for r =
100, 200, 300, Example IV.2

V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper reports the development and implementation of
an algorithm that reduces the computational effort required
for the obtainment of the delay Lyapunov matrix employing
the semianalytic method. The construction of Kr requires of
the matrix U(·) for stability analysis of linear time-delay
equations. The algorithm avoids the repeated computation
of a matrix exponential, identifying a basic delay for the
computation of that matrix. Therefore, computational time
reduces considerably, the examples give evidence of the
algorithm performance.
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